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Subject: Re:Whitlock Research Update
Date: January 12, 2001 8:12 PM

Dear Peter,

Time to let you have an update on my research.

I was sent a transcript of all the Farley marriages, and have been
able to fill in some gaps, been wanting these for years, but the LDS
have not filmed them after 1837. Could also do with those for Pitton!

Found Damaris Whitlock bapt. Oct 1814, married George Collins
widower, 11 Jul. 1846, All Saints Church, Farley. Witnesses, Betsy
Laversuch & Jabez Laversuch, her sister and brother in law.
Damaris was buried at Pitton 21 Mar. 1853. She did not have any
children that lived as far as I am aware.

I have solved one problem with the Whitlock research, I obtained
a marriage certificate for Charles Read my 3 X Great Uncle to find
he had married a Charlotte Whitlock, the father’s of both were not
given. I knew that Charles was not born illegitimately and also
suspected the same for Charlotte, they were married in Fisherton
Anger Parish Church, and I had previously found the Vicar was very
lax in completing full details in the Register. Although Charlotte
said she was born in Pitton in the 1861 and earlier Censuses I was
unable to find any baptism in the Pitton P. R’s, or those for Farley.
However, I have managed to get a copy of Charles Read’s will, in
which he makes reference to his wife’s sisters Eliza Whitlock and
Harriet Whitlock (they both married Whitlock’s). Now, being able to
identify them both I found their baptisms in St. Martins Salisbury P.
R’s, they were the daughters of William Whitlock (his second
marriage) and Ann Offer, but Charlotte’s baptism was not included,

and I doubt if she was ever baptised. I have included a report on my X3836/2
research, so far into this Whitlock family, as an attachment. I think
James at the head of the report, was most probably the James
bapt. 3 Sept 1719, at Pitton, son of James Whitlock and Alice.
This James was bapt. 20 May 1682 son of William, does this agree
with what you have, I do not have a copy of your file on this family.

Still in contact with Fred Whitlock, and think he may be linked to
this Whitlock line, have sent him a copy, and I am sure he will
contact you in due course.

Also sent a copy to Murial Allen, had a reply, solved a problem for
her, and she will, if she has not already, be in touch.



I wrote to Sue Clives, but am very disappointed that I have yet to
receive a reply.

Note from the Newsletter that you have a problem with using N.Z.
stamps, I am more than willing to take these for an equivalent value
of N.Z. currency, as before, please let me know what the rate
would be as I know the value of the N.Z. dollar has dropped
considerably!

Also, instead of me changing my N.Z. currency to U.S. dollars to
pay my subscription to the Newsletter, would it be possible to send
N.Z. currency notes please? If so please advise the amount
allowing for bank charges at your end.

Well that is all for the moment not sure when I sent an update to
my Whitlock information for Damaris's family above, if you want
another please let me know.

Congratulations on your promotion, sounds as though it was more
than due!

Kind regards, X3836/3

Quintin

P.S. Attachment will open with MS Word or Wordpad in Windows.
Quintin White

Christchurch, New Zealand
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